
PARIGI

A seductive dress, in a timeless color which dominated catwalks 
this year. The mix of  tricot proposed in these two precious yarns, 
Vivienne and Bluebell, is ultra-feminine, very chic, irreproachable.

Yarn: VIVIENNE col. 1559 red, 
BLUEBELL col. 5040 red.

Needle: n. 4

Weight: 370 g/ 13,05 oz. (10 balls 
VIVIENNE and 5 balls BLUEBELL).

Tg. 42 - S

Stitches Used: 1x1 Rib, Tubular, 
Silk Stitch*, Stockinette Stitch. 
*Explanations at the end of the sheet

Gauge: Vivienne worked triple: 10 
cm x 10 cm (4 in. x 4 in.): 20 stitches 
e 25 rows.

Size S: For each bigger or smaller 
size calculate in width 2 cm (0.75 
inc.) more or less, in our gauge it 
corresponds to 4 stitches; calculate in 
height 2 cm (0.75 inc.) more or less, in 
our gauge it corresponds to 5 rows.
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Knitting the back: Using needle n. 4 and contrasting 
color yarn, cast on 117 stitches and knit one row. (at the 
end of work this row will be undone); with 1 string of 
VIVIENNE + 1 string of BLUEBELL, purl 1 row and work 
in Tubular for 2 rows, then continue in 1x1 Rib for 4 
rows. Then work in Silk Stitch up to a total height of 13 
cm/ 5,12 in. (8 repetitions of the stitch). Start working 
in Stockinette Stitch with 3 strings of VIVIENNE, 
decreasing 14 stitches in the first row. Continue in 
Stockinette Stitch decreasing at sides 1 stitch every 10 
rows 7 times. At a total height of 43 cm (16,93 in.), on 
the waist, we will have 89 stitches. Start working in Silk 
Stitch (1 string of VIVIENNE + 1 string of BLUEBELL). 
After 4 cm/ 1,57 in. (3 repetitions of the stitch), increase 
at sides 1 stitch every 6 rows 6 times. Continue working 
in Silk Stitch throughout the top of the sweater. At a 
total height of 61 cm (24,01 in.), for the armhole, bind 
off at sides 4 stitches once and continue decreasing 1 

stitch every 2 rows twice. At a total height of 81 cm (31,89 
in.), for the shoulders, bind off at sides 26 stitches twice. To 
perform the neck, continue working the 49 central stitches for 
6 cm (2,36 in.), then work in Tubular for 4 rows and bind off in 
Tubular with a needle.

Knitting the front: Using needle n. 4 and contrasting 
color yarn, cast on 117 stitches and knit one row (at the end 
of work this row will be undone); with 1 string of VIVIENNE 
+ 1 string of BLUEBELL, purl 1 row and work in Tubular for 2 
rows, then continue in 1x1 Rib for 4 rows. Then work in Silk 
Stitch up to a total height of 13 cm/ 5,12 in. (8 repetitions of 
the stitch). Start working in Stockinette Stitch with 3 strings 
of VIVIENNE, decreasing 14 stitches in the first row. Continue 
in Stockinette Stitch decreasing at sides 1 stitch every 10 
rows 7 times. At a total height of 43 cm (16,93 in.), on the 
waist, we will have 89 stitches. Start working in Silk Stitch (1 
string of VIVIENNE + 1 string of BLUEBELL). After 4 cm/ 1,57 
in. (3 repetitions of the stitch), increase at sides 1 stitch every 
6 rows 6 times. Continue working in Silk Stitch throughout 
the top of the sweater. At a total height of 61 cm (24, 01 in.), 
for the armhole, bind off at sides 4 stitches once and continue decreasing 1 stitch every 2 rows twice.
Simultaneously, at a total height of 60 cm (23,62 in.), for the neckline, bind off the 3 central stitches and 
continue the two parts separately, decreasing at sides 1 stitch every 4 rows 4 times, then 1 stitch every 2 
rows 19 times. At a total height of 81 cm (31,89 in.), for each shoulder, bind off the remaining 26 stitches per 
side twice. For the front neck, we made a separate piece which will be sewn to the sides of neckline. With 
Vivienne worked triple, cast on 5 stitches and work in Silk Stitch increasing 1 stitch every 4 rows on each 
side 4 times, then 1 more stitch every 2 rows 19 times, 2 stitches every 2 rows twice.
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At the same time, at a total height of 15 cm (5,90 in.), 
decrease 1 stitch every 2 rows 5 times inside the first 
and last 10 stitches, to create the lateral roundness of 
neckline. Continue working the obtained stitches for 6 
cm (2,36 in.), then make 4 rows of Tubular and bind off 
in Tubular with a needle.

Sleeves: Using needle n. 4 and contrasting color yarn, 
cast on 61 stitches and knit one row (at the end of work 
this row will be undone); with 1 string of VIVIENNE + 
1 string of BLUEBELL, purl 1 row and work in Tubular 
for 2 rows, then continue in 1x1 Rib for 4 rows. Then 
work in Stockinette Stitch with 3 strings of VIVIENNE, 
decreasing at sides 1 stitch every 4 rows 8 times. At a 
total height of 16 cm (6, 30 in.), for the armhole, bind 
off at sides 3 stitches once and continue decreasing 2 
stitch every 2 rows 10 times. At a total height of 33 cm 
(24, 01 in.), bind off all stitches. Make other sleeve as 
first one.

Finishing: For every pocket, at a total height of 17 cm (6,69 
in.), cast on 28 stitches. Work in Stockinette Stitch with 3 
strings of VIVIENNE for 12 cm (4,72 in.), then continue in Silk 
Stitch with 1 string of VIVIENNE + 1 string of BLUEBELL for 
5 cm. Work 4 rows in Tubular and bind off in Tubular with a 
needle. Make other pocket as first one. Sew the shoulders, 
the piece made for neckline, hips, underarms and apply the 
sleeves.

Explanation Silk Stitch
Work over a multiple of 2+1 stitches.
1st row: *knit1, purl1*, repeat from *to* and finish with knit1.
2nd row: work stitches as they are.
3rd – 4th row: knit.
5th row: repeat from the 1st row.

In some parts of the sweater, Vivienne is worked triple (3 
strings of the same yarns). In other parts we have worked 1 
string of Vivienne + 1 string of Bluebell.


